Administration of Dadra & Nagar Haveli and Daman & Diu (UT)
Office of the Station House Officer,
Coastal Police Station,

Moti Daman 396 220.

315/No. /SHO/CPS/MD/Unclaimed vehicle /2021/2195 SO

Dated: 01/06/2002 |

PUBLIC ADVERTISHMENT
Sub: -Unclaimed /Abandoned Vehicles seized by Daman Police.
It} is informed that the following vehicles as described below were found abandon
unclaimed on different periods of time. The same were attached under the Panchnama and report of
the same was sent to the Hon’ble Court, Daman. But till date no any person(s) or agency has come
forward to Coastal Police Station, Moti Daman to claim any of the following vehicles.
Sr.

| Attached u/s.

Type of vehicle} Reg. No.

Engine No.

Chassis No.

No.

1.)

102 of Cr.PC.
| Chevrolet
Tavera Car

2. | 102 of Cr.PC. | Marti 800 Car

34 | FIR .

FiNo:

.| 07/2014

-

Bajaj Discover | AP-31-CC-3109|

oe

F8/BIN3559327|

MABECA12502545675

JZMBTL76143

4.|FIR | No. | Bajaj Pulsar
ws.

392 riw.34 IPG

MD2DSJZZZTWL.66335

| AP-31-BH-9283| DJGBTC08820 | MD2DHDIZZ1CC72013
:

|

|

|

If any of above vehicle is required by any person or agency, he can claim for the vehicle
within the 15 days from the publication of this Advertisement. For claiming of any of these
vehicles, one can approach to the SHO, Coastal Police Station, Bhataiya, Moti Daman in person
with valid proof of ownership and one can took the vehicle after observing necessary legal process
No claim by any person or agency, for vehicle, would be accepted after the period of 15 days from
the publication of this Advertisement and process for auction of these vehicles would be initiated.

( Vishal Patel! )
Station House Officer.
Coastal Police Station.
Moti Daman.

To,

All General Public of India
Copy to:

|

u/s.

392 r/w.34 IPC

07/2014

‘| GJ-15-BB-3714 | 3EL127328 — | MA6ABCESBAH 126280 |

(1) The field Public Officer with request to public this Advertisement in Local Gujarat:

/ Hindi Newspaper daily and one English National Newspaper daily.
(2) The NIC, Daman with request to upload this Advertisement on official website of
NIC, Daman.

|

